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Catalog of Copyright Entries
Devastated when her parents separate, twelve-year-old Rebecca must move with
her mother from Baltimore to Gran's house in Atlanta, where Rebecca discovers an
old bread box with the power to grant any wish--so long as the wished-for thing fits
in the bread box.

Bad Bones
ONE WRONG MOVE Private detective Claire Morgan has come home from her
honeymoon just in time for Christmas at Lake of the Ozarks. And for the sheriff's
department, laid low with flu, to hand her a case guaranteed to chill her to the
bone. ONE CHANCE TO DIE One of the homes in the local Christmas On the Lake
House tour—the mansion of an aging rock star trying to turn his life around—has
been "decorated" with the body of a young woman, arranged as a bloody angel on
the balcony above his Christmas tree. There's a piece from a board game, gift
wrapped and left under the tree, a hint that connects this murder to other deaths.
With evidence of a gruesome pattern appearing, Claire suspects she's on the hunt
for a serial killer. IN A GAME WITH NO RULES But the closer she comes, the more
certain she is that the killer is playing his game with her, just waiting his turn. The
next move might be on Claire herself—or worse, the people she loves . . . Praise for
Linda Ladd’s Claire Morgan Thrillers “One of the most creepy, crawly, and
compelling psychological thrillers ever.” —Fresh Fiction “Chilling, compelling
suspense . . . be prepared to lose sleep!” —Eileen Dryer “Exciting, thrill-a-minute!”
—Midwest Book Review “Plenty of suspense and surprises.” —Publishers Weekly

Better Bankers, Better Banks
A glimpse into a beloved novelist’s inner world, shaped by family, art, and
literature. In her fiction, Claire Messud "has specialized in creating unusual female
characters with ferocious, imaginative inner lives" (Ruth Franklin, New York Times
Magazine). Kant’s Little Prussian Head and Other Reasons Why I Write opens a
window on Messud’s own life: a peripatetic upbringing; a warm, complicated
family; and, throughout it all, her devotion to art and literature. In twenty-six
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intimate, brilliant, and funny essays, Messud reflects on a childhood move from her
Connecticut home to Australia; the complex relationship between her modern
Canadian mother and a fiercely single French Catholic aunt; and a trip to Beirut,
where her pied-noir father had once lived, while he was dying. She meditates on
contemporary classics from Kazuo Ishiguro, Teju Cole, Rachel Cusk, and Valeria
Luiselli; examines three facets of Albert Camus and The Stranger; and tours her
favorite paintings at Boston’s Museum of Fine Arts. In the luminous title essay, she
explores her drive to write, born of the magic of sharing language and the
transformative powers of “a single successful sentence.” Together, these essays
show the inner workings of a dazzling literary mind. Crafting a vivid portrait of a life
in celebration of the power of literature, Messud proves once again "an absolute
master storyteller" (Rebecca Carroll, Los Angeles Times).

Head To Head
Read the #1 New York Times best-selling series before it continues in A Map of
Days. Bonus features • Q&A with author Ransom Riggs • Eight pages of color stills
from the film • Sneak preview of Hollow City, the next novel in the series A
mysterious island. An abandoned orphanage. A strange collection of very curious
photographs. It all waits to be discovered in Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar
Children, an unforgettable novel that mixes fiction and photography in a thrilling
reading experience. As our story opens, a horrific family tragedy sets sixteen-yearold Jacob journeying to a remote island off the coast of Wales, where he discovers
the crumbling ruins of Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children. As Jacob
explores its abandoned bedrooms and hallways, it becomes clear that the children
were more than just peculiar. They may have been dangerous. They may have
been quarantined on a deserted island for good reason. And somehow—impossible
though it seems—they may still be alive. A spine-tingling fantasy illustrated with
haunting vintage photography, Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children will
delight adults, teens, and anyone who relishes an adventure in the shadows. “A
tense, moving, and wondrously strange first novel. The photographs and text work
together brilliantly to create an unforgettable story.”—John Green, New York Times
best-selling author of The Fault in Our Stars “With its X-Men: First Class-meets-timetravel story line, David Lynchian imagery, and rich, eerie detail, it’s no wonder Miss
Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children has been snapped up by Twentieth Century
Fox. B+”—Entertainment Weekly “‘Peculiar’ doesn’t even begin to cover it. Riggs’
chilling, wondrous novel is already headed to the movies.”—People “You’ll love it if
you want a good thriller for the summer. It’s a mystery, and you’ll race to solve it
before Jacob figures it out for himself.”—Seventeen

Mostly Murder
Traveling to England to claim a betrothed bride for his friend, Civil War adventurer
Stuart Delaney is instantly taken by the sight of Anjelica Blake, who is torn
between loyalty to her fiance+a7 and passion for Stuart. Original.

Bad Medicine
Lady Selene is the heir to the Great House of Ravenwood and the secret family gift
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of dreamwalking. As a dreamwalker, she can enter a person's dreams and
manipulate their greatest fears or desires. For the last hundred years, the
Ravenwood women have used their gift of dreaming for hire to gather information
or to assassinate. As she discovers her family's dark secret, Selene is torn between
upholding her family's legacy--a legacy that supports her people--or seeking the
true reason behind her family's gift. Her dilemma comes to a head when she is
tasked with assassinating the one man who can bring peace to the nations, but
who will also bring about the downfall of her own house. One path holds glory and
power, and will solidify her position as Lady of Ravenwood. The other path holds
shame and execution. Which will she choose? And is she willing to pay the price for
the path chosen?

Semantics
When The Mind. . . His doctors are the best in the world, his father one of the most
powerful men in the state. But they couldn't stop Mikey from succumbing to his
darkest demons--the ones inside his head. The ones who told him it was time to
end it all. Plays A Deadly Game. . . It should have been an open-and-shut case,
especially since detective Claire Morgan's lover, Dr, Nicholas Black, recognized
Mikey as a former troubled patient. Then Claire finds another body in Mikey's
home. Curled inside an oven, charred beyond recognition, the method of murder
mind-boggling. . . Of Murder Claire's only lead is a beaded bracelet around each
victim's wrist, believed to ward off the "evil eye." But by the time she discovers
what the dead were afraid of, she's trapped in a mind game of her own--with a
brilliant, sadistic killer. And this time, there's a method to the madness. . . "One of
the most creepy, crawly and compelling psychological thrillers ever." --Fresh
Fiction on Dark Places

Making Your Mark
BAD MEMORIES Not many people know their way through the bayous well enough
to find Will Novak’s crumbling mansion outside New Orleans. Not that Novak wants
to talk to anyone. He keeps his guns close and his guard always up. BAD SISTER
Mariah Murray is one selfish, reckless, manipulative woman, the kind Novak would
never want to get tangled up with. But he can’t say no to his dead’s wife sister.
BAD VIBES When Mariah tells him she wants to rescue a childhood friend, another
Aussie girl gone conveniently missing in north Georgia, Novak can’t turn her down.
She’s hiding something. But the pretty little town she’s targeted screams trouble,
too. Novak knows there’s a trap waiting. But until he springs it, there’s no telling
who to trust . . . Praise for Linda Ladd’s Claire Morgan Thrillers “One of the most
creepy, crawly, and compelling psychological thrillers ever.” —Fresh Fiction
“Chilling, compelling suspensebe prepared to lose sleep!” —Eileen Dryer on Head
to Head “Exciting, thrill-a-minute!” —Midwest Book Review on Dark Places “Plenty
of suspense and surprises.” —Publishers Weekly on Dark Places

This Is Where It Ends
College freshman Claire Danvers has had enough of her nightmarish dorm
situation, where the popular girls never let her forget just where she ranks in the
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school's social scene: somewhere less than zero. When Claire heads off-campus,
the imposing old house where she finds a room may not be much better. Her new
roommates don't show many signs of life. But they'll have Claire's back when the
town's deepest secrets come crawling out, hungry for fresh blood. Watch a
Windows Media trailer for this book.

Bigger Than a Bread Box
Written in My Own Heart's Blood
The #1 New York Times Bestseller A Buzzfeed Best Book of the Decade A Paste
Magazine Best Book of the Decade Everyone has a reason to fear the boy with the
gun 10:00 a.m.: The principal of Opportunity, Alabama's high school finishes her
speech, welcoming the entire student body to a new semester and encouraging
them to excel and achieve. 10:02 a.m.: The students get up to leave the
auditorium for their next class. 10:03: The auditorium doors won't open. 10:05:
Someone starts shooting. In 54 minutes, four students must confront their greatest
hopes, and darkest fears, as they come face-to-face with the boy with the gun.
Includes special bonus content: a letter from the author, discussion questions, two
bonus chapters, a conversation with the author, and a playlist! Praise for This Is
Where It Ends: A Buzzfeed Best Book of the Decade A Paste Magazine Best Book of
the Decade A BookRiot Best Book of the Decade A Professional Book Nerds Best
Book of the Decade "Marieke Nijkamp's brutal, powerful fictional account of a
school shooting is important in its timeliness." —Bustle.com "A gritty, emotional,
and suspenseful read and although fictionalized, it reflects on a problematic and
harrowing issue across the nation." —Buzzfeed "A compelling, brutal story of an
unfortunately all-too familiar situation: a school shooting. Nijkamp portrays the
events thoughtfully, recounting fifty-four intense minutes of bravery, love, and
loss." —BookRiot

Fatal Game
Die Young Hilde Swensen is a beauty pageant queen with a face to die for and a
body to kill for. But by the time Detective Claire Morgan finds her in a shower
stall--posed like a grotesquely grinning doll--Hilde is anything but pretty. She's the
victim of a sick, deranged killer. And she won't be the last. . . Die Beautiful Brianna
Swenson is the beauty queen's sister--and the girlfriend of Claire's partner Bud.
She tells Claire that Hilde had plenty of enemies, including a creepy stalker, an
abusive ex-boyfriend, and a slew of jealous competitors. But what she doesn't say
is that they both shared a dark, disturbing secret. A secret that refuses to die. . .
Die Smiling From the after-hours parties of a sinister funeral home to the
underworld vendettas of the Miami mob, Claire follows the trail with her lover
Nicholas Black, a psychiatrist with secrets of his own. But it's not until she uncovers
evidence of unspeakable acts of depravity that Claire realizes she's just become a
diabolical killer's next target. . . "One of the most creepy, crawly and compelling
psychological thrillers ever." --Fresh Fiction on Dark Places

Marked by Moonlight
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In her now classic novel Outlander, Diana Gabaldon told the story of Claire Randall,
an English ex-combat nurse who walks through a stone circle in the Scottish
Highlands in 1946, and disappears . . . into 1743. The story unfolded from there in
seven bestselling novels, and CNN has called it “a grand adventure written on a
canvas that probes the heart, weighs the soul and measures the human spirit
across [centuries].” Now the story continues in Written in My Own Heart’s Blood.
1778: France declares war on Great Britain, the British army leaves Philadelphia,
and George Washington’s troops leave Valley Forge in pursuit. At this moment,
Jamie Fraser returns from a presumed watery grave to discover that his best friend
has married his wife, his illegitimate son has discovered (to his horror) who his
father really is, and his beloved nephew, Ian, wants to marry a Quaker. Meanwhile,
Jamie’s wife, Claire, and his sister, Jenny, are busy picking up the pieces. The
Frasers can only be thankful that their daughter Brianna and her family are safe in
twentieth-century Scotland. Or not. In fact, Brianna is searching for her own son,
who was kidnapped by a man determined to learn her family’s secrets. Her
husband, Roger, has ventured into the past in search of the missing boy . . . never
suspecting that the object of his quest has not left the present. Now, with Roger
out of the way, the kidnapper can focus on his true target: Brianna herself. Written
in My Own Heart’s Blood is the brilliant next chapter in a masterpiece of the
imagination unlike any other.

Enter Evil
With Every Turn In The Case. . . After moving from Los Angeles to Lake of the
Ozarks, Missouri, homicide detective Claire Morgan has at last adjusted to the
peaceful rhythms of rural life. Until a grisly celebrity murder at an ultra-exclusive
"wellness" resort shatters a quiet summer morning. . . With Every Twist Of The
Mind. . . One of Dr. Nicholas Black's high-profile clients, a beautiful young soap
opera star, has been found dead, taped to a chair at a fully set table. . .submerged
in the lake. Back in L.A., Claire investigated the rich, famous, and the deadly--but
she never expected the problems of the privileged to follow her to this sleepy small
town. Just as she never imagined crossing the line with her prime suspect. . . With
Every Beat Of The Heart. . . Immersed in the case, Claire finds herself drawn to the
charismatic doctor, spending more and more time in his company--and in his bed.
Now, to catch a killer, Claire will have to enter the darkest recesses of the human
mind. But is Black leading her there to help her. . .or luring her ever deeper into a
madman's grip? Head To Head "A feisty new heroine to root for. . .Ladd is a bright
new voice in suspense!" --Patricia Gaffney

Bad Road to Nowhere
What does poetry bring to business? According to Clare Morgan and her coauthors,
it brings a complexity and flexibility of thinking, along with the ability to empathize
and better understand the thoughts and feelings of others. Through her own
experiences and many examples, Morgan demonstrates that the skills necessary to
talk and think about poetry can be of significant benefit to leaders and strategists,
to executives who are facing infinite complexity and who are armed with finite
resources in a changing world. What Poetry Brings to Business presents ways in
which reading and thinking about poetry offer businesspeople new strategies for
reflection on their companies, their daily tasks, and their work environments. The
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goal is both to increase readers' knowledge of poems and how they convey
meaning, and also to teach analytical and cognitive skills that will be beneficial in a
business context. The unique combinations and connections made in this book will
open new avenues of thinking about poetry and business alike. Clare Morgan is
Director of Creative Writing in Oxford University's Continuing Education program.
Kirsten Lange and Ted Buswick are employed by The Boston Consulting Group, an
international management consulting firm, she as Managing Director of the Munich
office, he as head of Oral History and Archiving. Buswick was an acquiring editor
for Boston publisher Addison-Wesley and has taught high-school English.

The Rural Diaries
"A tough, no-nonsense detectiveedgy, clever!" —Beverly Barton A Vengeful Plot His
wife is dead, and he knows exactly who’s to blame. Nothing will bring her back, but
exacting justice is the next best thing—at least for a grieving mafioso A
Vanquished Love Claire Morgan’s life is finally coming together. The newly minted
private investigator is about to marry the man of her dreams, psychiatrist Nicholas
Black, and embark on an Italian honeymoon. But dreams have a funny way of
vanishing into thin air A Valiant Pursuit Claire assumed Black was dead when his
plane exploded in Europe, but a disturbing call reveals he’s being held captive by a
sworn enemy. Now, the would-be bride and a covert coterie must find and free
him—before death’s black veil ensnares them all Praise For Linda Ladd’s Claire
Morgan Thrillers "One of the most creepy, crawly, and compelling psychological
thrillers ever." —Fresh Fiction "Chilling, compelling suspensebe prepared to lose
sleep!" —Eileen Dryer "Exciting, thrill-a-minute!" —Midwest Book Review "Plenty of
suspense and surprises." —Publishers Weekly

Morgan
Wrongly accused of kidnapping her own baby, a woman on the run finds the one
man who can help in this romantic suspense novel. Kate Reed is surely the
happiest woman alive when her husband Michael arranges the adoption of baby
Joey after the many years they tried unsuccessfully to conceive a child. From the
first moment Kate embraces little Joey, she feels as though everything is finally
complete. And when Michael suggests they escape the noisy city to find solace and
comfort in the Missouri countryside, she feels like everything is falling into place
for her and Michael. But when Michael’s behavior suddenly becomes bizarre and
unexplainable, Kate wonders whether he has got a bad case of the fatherhood
jitters. It seems reasonable enough until sinister men arrive on her doorstep to
claim her little one. Kate’s only escape seems to be the woods, where she fearfully
remains with baby Joey. When she encounters an unkempt man named Booker,
and the two learn she is wanted for kidnapping and murder, this old friend of her
grandfather does everything he can to protect Kate and Joey. Of course she has no
idea just who this man is, but suddenly she trusts him more than anyone else . . .

Dark Places
We live in a highly connected world with multiple self-interested agents interacting
and myriad opportunities for conflict and cooperation. The goal of game theory is
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to understand these opportunities. This book presents a rigorous introduction to
the mathematics of game theory without losing sight of the joy of the subject. This
is done by focusing on theoretical highlights (e.g., at least six Nobel Prize winning
results are developed from scratch) and by presenting exciting connections of
game theory to other fields such as computer science (algorithmic game theory),
economics (auctions and matching markets), social choice (voting theory), biology
(signaling and evolutionary stability), and learning theory. Both classical topics,
such as zero-sum games, and modern topics, such as sponsored search auctions,
are covered. Along the way, beautiful mathematical tools used in game theory are
introduced, including convexity, fixed-point theorems, and probabilistic arguments.
The book is appropriate for a first course in game theory at either the
undergraduate or graduate level, whether in mathematics, economics, computer
science, or statistics. The importance of game-theoretic thinking transcends the
academic setting—for every action we take, we must consider not only its direct
effects, but also how it influences the incentives of others.

The Winchester Bible
Translate this Darkness
A tough, no-nonsense detective. . .edgy, clever! --Beverly Barton Remember The
Darkness She can't remember why he chose her--or what he did to her. But
Detective Claire Morgan knows that something terrible happened to her the night a
deranged serial killer escaped from the mental ward. Looking for pleasure. Looking
for pain. Looking for her. . . Remember The Terror Recovering in a lakeside resort,
Claire hopes to sort through her broken memories. But after suffering a temporary
coma, she can barely remember her own lover, psychiatrist Nicholas Black. Would
she be able to recognize her abductor if she saw him again? If he came back for
more. . .? Remember Murder If only she could remember his face or his voice. . .if
only she could comprehend the evil in his mind or the depths of his cruelty. . .if
only she knew just how close he is--to her and everyone she loves. . . Praise For
Linda Ladd's Claire Morgan Thrillers "One of the most creepy, crawly, and
compelling psychological thrillers ever." --Fresh Fiction "Chilling, compelling
suspense. . .be prepared to lose sleep!" --Eileen Dryer "Exciting, thrill-a-minute!"
--Midwest Book Review "Plenty of suspense and surprises." --Publishers Weekly
112,500

White Orchid
She doesn't know what bit her Seemingly overnight, Claire Morgan has
transformed: the normally mousy schoolteacher is now bold, and her behavior is
truly wild. Her eyes gleam silver. Suddenly she's a self-confident femme fatale with
a libido that just won't quit. After an impulsive makeover, she's evendare she say
it?sexy. Is Claire going insane? Then brutally handsome stranger Gideon March
tells her she was bitten by a werewolf, and Claire figures he's the insane one. Sure,
she was attacked by a nasty dog in a back alley, but this guy stalking her says he's
a member of an underground society of lycan hunters -- and his mission is to kill
her immediately. When Claire finally realizes she really is a lycan, there's no
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turning back -- because by now Claire and Gideon are bound by a hungry passion.
If they can't break the curse by the next full moon, Claire's soul will be lost forever
and Gideon will be forced to terminate his prey -- a woman dangerously close to
devouring him, heart and soul.

Shadowed
Taking financial risks is an essential part of what banks do, but there’s no clear
sense of what constitutes responsible risk. Taking legal risks seems to have
become part of what banks do as well. Since the financial crisis, Congress has
passed copious amounts of legislation aimed at curbing banks’ risky behavior.
Lawsuits against large banks have cost them billions. Yet bad behavior continues
to plague the industry. Why isn’t there more change? In Better Bankers, Better
Banks, Claire A. Hill and Richard W. Painter look back at the history of banking and
show how the current culture of bad behavior—dramatized by the corrupt, cocainesnorting bankers of The Wolf of Wall Street—came to be. In the early 1980s, banks
went from partnerships whose partners had personal liability to corporations whose
managers had no such liability and could take risks with other people’s money. A
major reason bankers remain resistant to change, Hill and Painter argue, is that
while banks have been faced with large fines, penalties, and legal fees—which
have exceeded one hundred billion dollars since the onset of the crisis—the banks
(which really means the banks’shareholders) have paid them, not the bankers
themselves. The problem also extends well beyond the pursuit of profit to the issue
of how success is defined within the banking industry, where highly paid bankers
clamor for status and clients may regard as inevitable bankers who prioritize their
own self-interest. While many solutions have been proposed, Hill and Painter show
that a successful transformation of banker behavior must begin with the bankers
themselves. Bankers must be personally liable from their own assets for some
portion of the bank’s losses from excessive risk-taking and illegal behavior. This
would instill a culture that discourages such behavior and in turn influence the
sorts of behavior society celebrates or condemns. Despite many sensible proposals
seeking to reign in excessive risk-taking, the continuing trajectory of scandals
suggests that we’re far from ready to avert the next crisis. Better Bankers, Better
Banks is a refreshing call for bankers to return to the idea that theirs is a noble
profession.

Glass Houses
Christian Nation
The beloved actress and star of One Tree Hill, White Collar, and Lethal Weapon,
Hilarie Burton Morgan, tells the story of leaving Hollywood for a radically different
kind of life in upstate New York with her husband Jeffrey Dean Morgan—a
celebration of community, family, and the value of hard work in small town
America. While Hilarie Burton Morgan's hectic lifestyle as an actress in New York
and Los Angeles gave her a comfortable life, it did not fulfill her spiritually or
emotionally. After the birth of their first son, she and her husband Jeffrey Dean
Morgan, the star of The Walking Dead, decided to make a major change: they
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bought a working farm in Rhinebeck, New York, and began a new chapter in their
lives. The Rural Diaries chronicles her inspiring story of farm life: chopping wood,
making dandelion wine, building chicken coops. Burton looks back at her transition
from urban to country living—discovering how to manage a farm while raising her
son and making friends with her new neighbors. She mixes charming stories of
learning to raise alpacas and buying and revitalizing the town’s beloved candy
store, Samuel’s Sweet Shop, with raw observations on the ups and downs of
marriage and her struggles with secondary infertility. Burton also includes delicious
recipes that can be made with fresh ingredients at home, as well as home
renovation and gardening tips. Burton’s charisma, wide eyed attitude, and
fortitude—both internal and physical—propels this moving story of transformation
and self-discovery. The Rural Diaries honors the values and lifestyle of small-town
America and offers inspiration for anyone longing to embark on their own
unconventional journey.

Gone Black
Things on my wish list:1.Start a new, awesome job2.Create the perfect dating
app3.Stop dating douchebagsThings that actually happen:1.Got a job in my dream
tech company 2.Created a workplace dating app for said company3.Was matched
with Bennett, who happens to own the company and is also my brother's best
friendThey say when it rains, it pours, but this is some serious BS. It doesn't help
that Bennett was the man I had my last one night stand with. It definitely doesn't
help that he seems to want me just as much as I want him. The issue is, he won't
do anything about it, but then we're forced to attend a tech conference in Vegas
and I think it may just be what I need to turn this thing around.New goal: get my
brother's best friend out of my system by all means necessary.

Devil Dead
SAY YOU’RE DREAMING When a scream wakes Will Novak in the middle of the
night, at first he puts it down to the nightmares. He's alone on a sailboat in the
Caribbean, miles from land. And his demons never leave him. SAY YOUR PRAYERS
The screams are real, though, coming from another boat just a rifle’s night scope
away. It only takes seconds for Novak to witness one murder and stop another. But
with the killer on the run and a beautiful stranger dripping on his deck, Novak has
gotten himself into a new kind of deep water. BUT DON’T SAY YOUR NAME The
young woman he saved says she doesn't know who she is. But someone does, and
they're burning fuel and cash to chase Novak and his new acquaintance from one
island to the next, across dangerous seas and right into the wilds of the Yucatan
jungle. If either of them is going to live, Novak is going to need answers, fast—and
he's guessing he won't like what he finds out . . . Praise for Linda Ladd’s Claire
Morgan Thrillers “One of the most creepy, crawly, and compelling psychological
thrillers ever.” —Fresh Fiction “Chilling, compelling suspensebe prepared to lose
sleep!” —Eileen Dryer on Head to Head “Exciting, thrill-a-minute!” —Midwest Book
Review on Dark Places “Plenty of suspense and surprises.” —Publishers Weekly on
Dark Places

Books and Pamphlets, Including Serials and Contributions to
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Periodicals
“Lorraine Heath’s books are always magic.” —Cathy Maxwell With Passions of a
Wicked Earl, USA Today and New York Times bestseller Lorraine Heath kicks off a
new series of delightfully sinful historical romance novels featuring “London’s
Greatest Lovers.” The first romantic adventure involving the titled and rakish sons
of a scandalous Dowager Duchess and their tales of passion, pleasure, and love,
Passions of a Wicked Earl concerns the innocent and unfairly disgraced young wife
of the first brother and her brazen attempts to win back the dashing rogue’s
heart…by any means necessary!

What Poetry Brings to Business
LOST GIRL She was last seen in New Orleans. Her father, a rich, powerful arms
dealer, believes she was abducted. For ransom. For revenge. For reasons too
horrible to imagine. LOST INNOCENCE Claire Morgan, recent former cop turned
private investigator, and her new partner begin their search at the girl’s school,
where a violent junkie attacks Claire with scissors, raves of “demons and devils,”
and then takes her own life. LAST RITES Sinister clues lead Claire on a twisted trail
through the bars and bayous of New Orleans to a bloodstained altar in Paris. Vast,
secret, and powerful, it is a world that few enter or escape. And Claire is going
in—the devil be damned

Die Smiling
The Trouble With Love
Christiana Morgan was an erotic muse who influenced 20th-century psychology
and inspired its male creators, including Carl Jung. Here Claire Douglas offers the
first biography of this remarkable woman, recounting Morgan's own contributions
to the study of emotions and feelings at the Harvard Psychological Clinic and
vividly describing the analyst's turbulent life. of photos.

Remember Murder
A tough, no-nonsense detective. . .edgy, clever! --Beverly Barton Remember The
Darkness She can't remember why he chose her--or what he did to her. But
Detective Claire Morgan knows that something terrible happened to her the night a
deranged serial killer escaped from the mental ward. Looking for pleasure. Looking
for pain. Looking for her. . . Remember The Terror Recovering in a lakeside resort,
Claire hopes to sort through her broken memories. But after suffering a temporary
coma, she can barely remember her own lover, psychiatrist Nicholas Black. Would
she be able to recognize her abductor if she saw him again? If he came back for
more. . .? Remember Murder If only she could remember his face or his voice. . .if
only she could comprehend the evil in his mind or the depths of his cruelty. . .if
only she knew just how close he is--to her and everyone she loves. . . Praise For
Linda Ladd's Claire Morgan Thrillers "One of the most creepy, crawly, and
compelling psychological thrillers ever." --Fresh Fiction "Chilling, compelling
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suspense. . .be prepared to lose sleep!" --Eileen Dryer "Exciting, thrill-a-minute!"
--Midwest Book Review "Plenty of suspense and surprises." --Publishers Weekly
112,500

Kant's Little Prussian Head and Other Reasons Why I Write: An
Autobiography in Essays
"A tough, no-nonsense detective. . .edgy, clever!" —Beverly Barton Mostly Fear
She suffered a terrifying coma. She survived a serial killer's obsession. Now
homicide detective Claire Morgan hopes to forget the nightmare of her Missouri
past in the city of New Orleans. But when a body is discovered near her home, her
darkest fears come rushing back. . . Mostly Superstition Surrounded by candles and
skulls, the victim is bound to an altar like a human sacrifice. More disturbing to
Claire is the voodoo doll in the woman's hands. A doll pierced with pins and
wearing a picture on its face. A picture of Claire Morgan. . . Mostly Murder Claire
doesn't believe in voodoo. But she does believe in the power of superstition to
warp a person's mind and feed a killer's madness. It is here, in the muddy bayous
where it festers, that Claire must face her fear head on—and meet the man who's
marked her for death. . . Praise For Linda Ladd's Claire Morgan Thrillers "One of the
most creepy, crawly, and compelling psychological thrillers ever." —Fresh Fiction
"Chilling, compelling suspense. . .be prepared to lose sleep!" —Eileen Dryer
"Exciting, thrill-a-minute!" —Midwest Book Review "Plenty of suspense and
surprises." —Publishers Weekly 123,000 Words

Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children
BAD OMEN Homicide detective Claire Morgan has a bad feeling when a man's body
is found in a Missouri State Park. The crime scene is buried in snow. The corpse is
frozen in ice. And nearly every bone has been broken, shattered, or crushed BAD
BLOOD Claire's suspicions only get worse when the body is thawed and identified.
The victim was an ultimate fighter on the cage-match circuit. His wife blames her
ex-husband, a Russian mafioso. But Claire knows this is no mob-style execution.
This is something worse. Something evil BAD BONES Raised from childhood to
inflict pain, the killer uses rage as a weapon. Punishing without mercy. Killing
without conscience. Upholding a dark family tradition that is so twisted, so
powerful, it destroys everything in its path. And Claire is about to meet the family
136,500 Words

Passions of a Wicked Earl
Game Theory, Alive
When grad student Morgan Leviss chose sexual surrogacy for her thesis, she never
expected to become one. Now she's tasked with turning two reclusive men into
social creatures. Zac Blackstone and Aiden Goldman are nothing like what she
expects. Handsome and charming, they're a puzzle she finds intriguing.Zac and
Aiden have known each other for over two hundred years. Part of a cadre of
shifters, they're on a mission to mate and procreate. Powerful warriors for
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centuries, they lack the social skills and sexual experience needed to attract a
partner. When a beautiful redhead comes into their life to teach them, they
discover new hope.Bound by secrecy, the men can't tell her who they really are.
What they are. Increasingly drawn to Morgan, they begin to recognize her as their
fated female. Convincing her that she's theirs may be as hard as keeping her alive
when danger appears from the shadows.Morgan is the first in the Guarded Hearts
Series of standalone Erotic Paranormal Romance M�nage deftly penned as subtle
Romantic Comedy with a heat level that's off the charts. Written for Ages 18+.

Mark of the Raven (The Ravenwood Saga Book #1)
A Killer's Tracks. . . Missouri detective Claire Morgan is eager to get back to work
after recuperating from injuries sustained on her last job. But the missing persons
case that welcomes her home in the dead of winter soon turns more twisted and
treacherous than Lake of the Ozarks' icy mountain roads. . . Can Only Lead. . . The
woman's body is found suspended from a tree overlooking a local school. She is
bleeding from the head, still alive--but not for long. Someone wanted Professor
Simone Classon to suffer as much as possible before she died, making sure the
victim had a perfect view of her colleagues and students on the campus below as
she succumbed to the slow-working poison in her veins. . . To Dark Places. . . Frigid
temperatures and punishing snows only make the investigation more difficult. And
then the death threats begin--unnerving incidents orchestrated to send Claire a
deadly message. Now, as she edges closer to the truth, Claire risks becoming
entangled in a maniac's web--and the stuff of her own worst nightmares. . .

Running Scared
Remember Murder
"Powerful, immensely rich in detail, legend, character, this is a must read."
~Verified reviewer Trauma nurse and part-time death-investigator Molly Burke is
having a pretty normal night at her St. Louis Emergency Department. Then a wellconnected lawyer is wheeled in, victim of a suspected suicide. One suicide is bad.
But when one grows to four in a matter of days, and all the victims are lawyers, the
trend stops being an oddity and becomes a real problem. Were these really
suicides? Why would successful, hot young lawyers want to kill themselves? Then
Molly unearths secrets that powerful people don’t want exposed and the puzzle
suddenly becomes a threat. Now she must find killer, or become the next victim.
"With her own unique blend of dark humor, complex motivations and riveting
suspense, Eileen Dreyer is a very tough act to beat. A nerve-shattering suspense."
~RT Magazine Publisher's Note: As a former trauma nurse, Eileen Dreyer combines
her real-world medical knowledge and superb story-telling to bring readers a series
of uniquely plotted, spine-tingling, medical mysteries. Fans of Tami Hoag, Elizabeth
George, Nora Roberts as well as John Lutz, Michael Crichton and Patricia Cornwell
will enjoy these well-crafted medical thrillers. OTHER MEDICAL
SUSPENSE/THRILLERS by Eileen Dreyer: Nothing Personal Brain Dead Bad Medicine
If Looks Could Kill
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Australian Books in Print
This practical coursebook introduces all the basics of semantics in a simple, stepby-step fashion. Each unit includes short sections of explanation with examples,
followed by stimulating practice exercises to complete in the book. Feedback and
comment sections follow each exercise to enable students to monitor their
progress. No previous background in semantics is assumed, as students begin by
discovering the value and fascination of the subject and then move through all key
topics in the field, including sense and reference, simple logic, word meaning and
interpersonal meaning. New study guides and exercises have been added to the
end of each unit to help reinforce and test learning. A completely new unit on nonliteral language and metaphor, plus updates throughout the text significantly
expand the scope of the original edition to bring it up-to-date with modern
teaching of semantics for introductory courses in linguistics as well as intermediate
students.

Say Your Goodbyes
A sexy vampire and a badass witch must unite to save each other in this USA
Today–bestselling paranormal romantic suspense novel. Danger signs rise off Jase
Kayrs like steam—the scars, the secrets, the strength. He's got a mission, and he's
not interested in much outside of it. Except Brenna Dunne. Brenna was an asskicking, name-taking witch—before the poison that's killing her sapped her powers
too. She knows there's more to Jase than a handsome face and an ugly history. But
there's no time to find out what. Taking him as her mate might save her life. But
once she unleashes the force of his desire, there will be no turning back Ready or
not, here they come. Praise for the Dark Protectors Series “Hot and fast from
beginning to end.”—New York Times–bestselling author Kate Douglas on Fated
“Paranormal romance at its best!”—Cynthia Eden “If you want hot, sexy,
dangerous romance…this series is for you.”—Paranormal Haven “Sizzling sex
scenes and a memorable cast.”—Publishers Weekly on Claimed
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